
Hello years 3 and 4!

Hello!
On these slides you will find your learning for the 
week. We have continued to set Mymaths and spelling 

shed assignments too. 

Miss Bryant and Mrs Coleman will continue to use the 
Year4homelearning@threemilestone.cornwall.sch.uk 
email should you want to get in touch and Miss King 
and Mr Bagley will be available on 
year3homelearning@threemilestone.cornwall.sch.uk 
too! 

Stay safe out there everyone. We miss you!

mailto:Year4homelearning@threemilestone.cornwall.sch.uk
mailto:year3homelearning@threemilestone.cornwall.sch.uk


Monday - vipers

Click on the links to watch the sixth episode
Predict what is going to happen in episode 7.

KS2 English - Treasure Island: Episode 6

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-treasure-island-pt7/zmxnkmn

When you have finished episode 7 answer the VIPERS questions below:

V -   What is described as blood soaked?
I -  Why does Jim go out in the night ?

P -  Predict what is going to happen in episode 8.
E - Explain how Jim manage to take over the Hispaniola. 

R -  What does Jim remember?
S -  summarise episode 7.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-treasure-island-pt6/zv346v4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-treasure-island-pt7/zmxnkmn


               Tuesday - y3 grammar

Subordinate clauses
This week’s grammar focus are subordinate 
clauses. Watch the video on the following 

link and have a go at the learning 
activities. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrr8jhv

We have looked at complex sentences with a 
subordinate clause in class. Remember we put 
our thumbs up for a main clause (it makes 

sense on its own) and our thumbs down for a 
subordinate clause (it doesn’t make sense on 

its own). When we join them together the 
sentence makes sense so both thumbs should be 

up.

When you have finished the daily lesson, have a go at creating your 
own sentences that include a subordinate clause.

Why not try using the subordinate conjunctions: because, while, 
after, before, so. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrr8jhv


This week, we would like you to write one mind-blowing 
paragraph that focuses on the image above. Imagine that you 
are writing a story and in your first paragraph, you begin to 
describe the setting of a cursed treasure island. I will begin 
your first sentence for you but the rest… is up to you.

As I looked up beyond the bow of the ship, a shiver ran down 
my spine. In front of me, there stood ...

wednesday
free write

How many of these can you 
use today? Tick them off as 
you go:

- Similes
- Adjectives
- Adverbs
- Fronted adverbials 

(with a comma)
- Metaphors 
- The five senses: smell, 

taste, touch, feel, see 
and hear

- Ambitious vocabulary
- Punctuation 
- Alliteration 



Thursday- spelling shed

Today is spelling day! It is up to you whether you would like to use 
Spelling Shed to practise your spellings or whether you would prefer 
to write them out. You have weekly Spelling Shed assignments as well 

as practising the year 3 and 4 key words.
To help understand the meaning of the words, write a sentence for 

each spelling.



Friday - life skill

We would like you to help your family 
create the weeks shopping list. 
You will need to think carefully 
though. What is essential? What 

ingredients do you need for your weeks 
meals? Are there other items you buy 

each week?



Y3 maths - task 1

.

Find 1 of 12. How will you do this? 
    4

To find a fraction of an amount you need 
to divide the number by the denominator. 
For example, to find a quarter of 12 you 

will need to divide 12 by 4.

Watch the BBC bitesize videos explaining 
how to find fractions of amounts and then 
have a go at the 3 learning activities. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrytnrd

Find the fraction of the following 
amounts: 

1 of 32 =
8

1 of 24 = 
2

1 of 36 = 
4

1 of 60 = 
2

1 of 96 = 
8

1 of 16 = 
4

1 of 27 = 
3

1 of 44 = 
4

1 of 56 = 
8

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrytnrd


Y3 maths - task 2

True or false?
When I find 1 of a number I 

              4
divide the number by 4? 
Explain your answer using 

examples.



Y3 maths - task 3

Finding non-unit fraction of amounts

BBC Bitesize has a great learning resources on finding 
non-unit fractions of amounts. Watch the 2 videos and 

have a go at the learning activities.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z78g47h

3 of 24 =    2 of 16 =   4 of 40 =
4            8           5

5 of 64 =    2 of 33 =   3 of 48 = 
8            3           4

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z78g47h


Y3 maths - task 4

Gemma is finding 2 of 27.
                 3

She thinks the answer is 9. 
Is she correct? Please 

explain and use examples.
Use the < > = symbols to complete the following calculation 
               2 of 60            4 of 60
               3                  5



Y3 maths - task 5

Task 5:

We would like you to complete this 
weeks set MyMaths task. It is so 

important that you continue to practise 
your times tables so please remember to 
use Times Table Rockstars and hit to 

button.

Here is the link to week 5 of the Maths Code Hub 
multiplicative fluency learning. 
This week you will be exploring the numbers 21 
and 32 and look at their number facts

http://www.codemathshub.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2
020/05/Y3-CODE-Fluency-Week-5-Understanding-21-
and-32.pdf

http://www.codemathshub.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Y3-CODE-Fluency-Week-5-Understanding-21-and-32.pdf
http://www.codemathshub.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Y3-CODE-Fluency-Week-5-Understanding-21-and-32.pdf
http://www.codemathshub.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Y3-CODE-Fluency-Week-5-Understanding-21-and-32.pdf


STAR learning 1

This week we would like you to prepare for a life at sea by 
dressing like a pirate!

Make a hat by following the instructions on 
this link.  How will you personalise it?  
Feathers? Colours? Golden rings?

All seasoned pirates need an eye 
patch to hide the scars of battle.  
There are lots of ways to do this - 
tell us how you made yours or 
follow the instructions here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bD5cYCkBjU0
https://actuallymummy.co.uk/how-to-make-a-pirate-eye-patch/


STAR learning 2

Speak like a pirate!

Ahoy there Buccaneers!  Splice the mainbrace and batten down the hatches - 
it’s time to delve into the world of pirate speak!

Your task is to create a pirate dictionary or an instructional guide to 
help people understand just what the pirates mean when they talk. Use the 
following link to help you https://www.ducksters.com/holidays/talk_like_a_pirate_day.php

You could create a poster, a dictionary, a radio show, a video, a script 
for a play… the list is endless.

Now get to it, or I’ll keelhaul the lot of ye!

https://www.ducksters.com/holidays/talk_like_a_pirate_day.php

